
 

QUALITY TIME

Rehearsal
...I attend the rehearsal whenever possible. It’s important to familiarize myself with the wedding party and place. 
Photographic qualities and locations are assessed. Ideas are exchanged with the bride & groom and concerns of 
the wedding official are addressed. I find this courtesy is always appreciated.
   

Wedding Day
...at the ceremony...I like to arrive early enough to get a few pre-ceremony shots. I find this can also be an good 
time to get a portrait of someone special, i.e. kids, parents, etc. Photo’s of the processional, ceremony, recessional 
and receiving line are usually followed by traditional wedding party photos and any special requests that I can 
accommodate. 
   

...at the reception...I approach this a little differently than most photographers - I shoot what you want! After all, 
it’s your wedding day. Shots of the toast, cake cutting, dances and special requests are standard. Also, I like to 
roam around capturing spontaneous expressions, special moments and people having fun. From tears to laughter, 
I’ll record all the emotions of the day. And, I always try to get at least a few shots of the bride & groom as they 
mingle with some of the people most dear to them. I’ll ask a friend or family member to assist by pointing out 
these people. This often results in priceless memories.
 

PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT & SERVICE

...My top-of-the-line Nikon cameras capture crystal-clear images. All images are provided on disc with index cards 
and your entire wedding will also be posted for six months on ADKPictures.com, where friends and family can 
view the images and order prints from central New York’s top pro lab, Danella Photographic. We also offer to 
retouch a bridal portrait as part of our service.

YOU OWN YOUR MEMORIES

...When the final payment is made YOU OWN EVERYTHING! You’ll never have to chase me down for 
expensive reprints and enlargements. You can make them yourself at your own convenience and savings.

EXPERIENCE MATTERS

...If you want results! I’ve photographed tens-of-thousands of people, giving me unparalleled portrait experience. 
My technical expertise, creativity, and people skills will provide you with beautiful portraits and friendly service.
    

QUALITY IS IMPORTANT.....AND THAT’S WHAT YOU’LL GET!
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